One of the things medics and first aiders test for in victims of intracranial trauma is flaws in their neuropsychological orientation, or their degree of alertness to person, place, time, and event-in short, their responsiveness to questions about who they are, where they are, what date it is, and the situation that they are in. Those who watch Don Coscarelli's four Phantasm films might feel as though they too suffer from such a trauma, from a sense of disorientation stemming from the strange recurrent images in the series of an unearthly mortician whose suits do not fit and who steals cadavers in order to reanimate them; of the dwarf minions who slavishly follow this villain's orders; of the metal orbs that float about a mausoleum's corridors, targeting intruders for destruction; and of the access-ways that the orbs, if caught, open up to another dimension, a desert wilderness in which inhuman shapes shamble about unseeingly. The Phantasm series thus seems anomalous in the tradition of continuity filmmaking, as it conforms to a cause-and-effect mode of storytelling that, rather than wrapping up its narrative mysteries in a rationally or emotionally satisfying way, raises more and more questions throughout the course of the exposition about just what is going on in these films. To summarize the incredibly anti-elucidative story arc of the series might run thus: the Tall Man (Angus Scrimm), a mysterious undertaker from another dimension, travels from town to town in order to steal the corpses from their cemeteries; crush them down into an army of "Lurkers," or mindless dwarf underlings; transplant their cerebra into "Sentinels," or flying weaponizable metallic spheres; and use them all to either wage an intergalactic war or repopulate the earth with zombie slaves. The orphan Mike Pierson (Michael Baldwin), alongside the ice cream vendor Reggie (Reggie Bannister), the stalwarts of the series, meanwhile track the movements of the Tall Man, vainly attempting to discover a way to destroy the villain, thwart these schemes, and allow those who die in these films some sanctity and rest. As Wheeler Winston Dixon observes about the surrealistic details of the first film in the series, "With zombie dwarfs, Cocteauesque mirrors that serve as windows to another dimension, and a plot composed of incidents rather than a coherent narrative, Phantasm is nothing so much as a violent nightmare of death and pursuit," a nightmare that "questions the line between reality and fantasy."
1 The series, with its frequent flashbacks, oneiric sequences, and abstruse character motivations, at first seems to ask for some form of dream interpretation from its viewers, some metapsychological approach that might make sense of its otherwise difficult, if not unintelligible, narrative content. However, as Jody, Michael's older sibling, whom the series reveals dies in a car accident in the first film, tells Reggie in one of the sequels, "Don't believe everything you see . . . Seeing is easy. Understanding? Well, it takes a little more time."
As even this scant narrative outline suggests, the Phantasm films, considering that their main antagonist seeks to mass-produce dwarf clones from the detritus of older generations, speaks to certain understandings of the aesthetico-historical concept of modernity.
2 As Matei Calinescu reports, an early formulation of this notion comes from the Neo-Platonist scholar Bernard of Chartres, who, in an attribution in John of Salisbury's 1159 Metalogicon, compares the moderns to dwarfs standing on the shoulders of giants. The dwarfs, with the giants thus raising them aloft, see farther than them; analogously, the moderns seem more intelligent than their ancestors only insofar as they can rest their new insights or discoveries on the foundation of earlier ones, rather than ascribe them sui generis to their own mental strength. Calinescu takes this figure to mean that the modern occasions the mixture of "progress and decadence," since those of the new episteme might appear more advanced but at the same time less deserving than their predecessors; they know more in absolute terms, by virtue of the cumulative effect of learning, but in relative terms their own contribution to learning is so small that they may justly be compared to pygmies.
